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MINUTES OF CENTRAL HOUSING FORUM MEETING 
 

HELD ON WEDNESDAY 8TH NOVEMBER 2017 AT 10.30 AM 
 

IN HOUSING EXECUTIVE BOARDROOM, HOUSING CENTRE, BELFAST   
 
 

PRESENT:  Linda Watson  West Area (Chair) 
   Patricia McQuillan   Rural Residents Forum 
   Renee Crawford  West Belfast Area 
   Valerie Rooney  South Down Area 
   Les Nelson   North Down & Ards Area 
   Isobelle Hamilton  Disability Forum 
   Phil Glennon   NI Youth Forum 
   Karina Murray  Mid Ulster Area 
   Siobhan McDermott  South West Area 
   Anna McAvoy  South & East Belfast 
   Mark Cooper   South Antrim Area 
   Ian McLaughlin  West Belfast & Shankill Area 
   Ian McCrickard  Housing Executive 
   Naoimh McArdle McFall  Housing Executive 
   Annabel Torney  Housing Executive 
   Chris Davis   Housing Executive 
   Colm McDaid  Supporting Communities 
   Darragh O'Neill  Supporting Communities 
 
IN ATTENDANCE: Tara Connolly  NI Youth Forum 
   Ciara Lynch   Dept for Communities 
   Heloise Brown  Dept for Communities 
   Joanne Magee  Dept for Communities 
   Ross Cameron  Dept for Communities 
   Emma Murray  Dept for Communities 
  
APOLOGIES: Rosemary McCaw  Causeway Area 
   William Smith  Lisburn & Castlereagh Area 
   Laura Dewar   Mid & East Antrim Area 
   Deirdre Crawford  Housing Executive 
 
MINUTES          ACTION 
 
1.0 WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 
 
1.1 L Watson opened the meeting with a few words of welcome    

and a round of introductions was held. 
 
1.2 Apologies noted as above. 

 
1.3 L Watson reminded the panel that Paul Isherwood will be   
 present at the December CHF meeting to discuss Social  
 Clauses and Social Enterprise. 
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2.0 PRESENTATION:  
 ALLOCATIONS REVIEW CONSULTATION 
 
2.1 L Watson introduced and welcomed H Brown and C Lynch  
 from Dept for Communities to consult on ‘A Fundamental  
 Review of Social Housing Allocations’  
 
2.2 It was suggested by H Brown and C Lynch that they go   
 through each proposal and request feedback from  
 Central HF. 
 
 P1: An independent, tenure-neutral housing advice   
       service for Northern Ireland. 
 - CHF members believe the Housing Executive already deliver  
   a ‘tenure-neutral housing advice service’ for Northern Ireland  
   and they should continue to do so. 
 - It was noted the significance of housing someone on a    
   temporary basis in PRS where there is no access to Social   
   Housing, however, this can lead to future problems when  
   trying to access social housing again. 
 
 P2: An applicant who has been involved in unacceptable   
       behaviour should not be eligible for social housing or   
       Full Duty homelessness status unless there is reason   
       to believe – at the time the application is considered  
       – that the unacceptable behaviour is likely to cease.  
  - A discussion was held on the definition of ‘unacceptable     
    behaviour’ and how it may be perceived differently by    
    different people.  Also discussed were the Housing    
    Executive plans on nuisance and mediation with people,  
    trying to work with them. 
 -  CHF in agreement with this proposal however would like to   
     see more clarity on definition of ‘unacceptable behaviour’.   
    It was also acknowledged that managers in different areas  
    need to share information on tenants likely to cause ASB. 
 
 P3: Housing Executive may treat a person as ineligible   
       for Full Duty homelessness status on the basis of   
       their unacceptable behaviour at any time before  
       allocating that person a social home.     
 - Probation period of 6 months was highlighted and the panel   
   felt this should be extended.  Also, it should apply if a tenant  
   moves to another area.  Good housing management was   
   discussed re obtaining ASB information from Courts, PSNI  
   and any reports from previous address.     
 - An awareness is needed for applicants with mental health  
   problems in the hope that their behaviour is not seen as  
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   ‘unacceptable’.  Especially with upcoming welfare reform and  
    factors that can induce stress. 
 - Guidance should be provided to Housing Executive staff to   
   help deal with applicants with mental health issues. 
 - CHF in agreement with this proposal 
 
 P4: Housing Executive can meet their duty to homeless   
       applicants on a tenure neutral basis, provided that  
       the accommodation meets certain conditions.   
 - It was debated how someone could become homeless from  
   private renting then to be reintroduced to private renting.  
   More reviews are needed on how people become homeless. 
 - It needs to be guaranteed that private renting will not be   
   forced upon an applicant on the waiting list.  They should  
   only go down this path if they choose to do so.   
 - Central Members spoke of private landlords not having   
   standards or regulation to follow such as the Housing   
   Executive or Housing Associations.  More effort needs to  
   be made to have PRS comply with similar standards.   
 - Also discussed private sector rent costs and the incoming   
   welfare changes where mitigation will not assist everyone. 
 - CHF in agreement with this proposal due to the lack of   
   social housing in NI, however, the properties need to be of  
   a suitable standard. 
 
 P5: A greater choice of areas for all applicants for a   
       social home. 
 - Applicants need to be safeguarded so they are not moved  
   to an area with no support/family/community.  
 - CHF in agreement of this proposal in the hope that    
   applicants will have a more informed choice resulting in   
   less refusals.  Also discussed the need for multi-agency  
   approach working to best place an applicant. 
 
 P6: Greater use of a mutual exchange service.   
 - CHF panel suggested there needs to be more promotion of   
    mutual exchange/transfer as an option and the terms that  
   are attached.         
 - Information on mutual exchange service needs to be   
   provided from early in a tenancy to help tenant become  
   more aware of it. Use of flyers/posters also discussed. 
 - CHF in agreement of this proposal. 
 
 P7: The removal of intimidation points from the  
       Selection Scheme. 
 - Some flexibility needed as people have manipulated the  
   system in past. 
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 - Applicants who receive viable threats are in need of some   
    form of prioritisation. However, it was noted it is essential  
   to identify people ‘abusing’ the system.     
 - Important work needs to be done outside reallocation to  
   identify people causing the intimidation.     
 - CHF in agreement however some sort of ‘safety net’    
   needed for genuine intimidation cases.  Vital to remove  
   persons in danger before rehousing takes place. 
 
 P8: Points should reflect current circumstances for all  
       applicants. 
 - Ensure homeless applicants have their points protected 
 - CHF in agreement with this proposal. 
 
 P9: The removal of Interim Accommodation points from  
        the Selection Scheme. 
 - This point was identified by the Dept. as not currently   
    working and a change will be based on how long someone  
    is in temporary accommodation.     
 - CHF in general agreement although more detail is needed. 
 
 P10: The Selection Scheme should place applicants into   
           bands based on similar levels of need to meet  
          longstanding housing need more effectively.   
 - This was identified to help address people who have been    
   on the waiting list for a long time. Bands will be different for   
   all areas e.g. areas with greater need will have more  
   percentage of people on higher points. 
 - Housing Exec modelling shows examples of applicants   
   waiting different years.  Rural and Urban differences will be 
   based on choice and need as an alternative to points.  
 - Why people are waiting longer needs to be understood and    
   took into consideration, may be due to type of housing   
   needed and not available.  Concerns were raised about not   
    meeting the needs of applicants on the waiting list (family  
   size, accessibility) 
 - CHF in agreement with this proposal in general. 
 
 P11: The Selection Scheme should always align the   
          number of bedrooms a household is assessed to   
          need with the size criteria for eligible Housing  
          Benefit customers. 
 - Concerns were raised by the panel about child ages for   
   sharing a room as well as children with a disability in need  
   of their own room.  
 - Also discussed was unfair penalties for single tenants   
   having more than one bedroom and not having access to a  
   single room property.  Some flexibility needed. 
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 - CHF in agreement with this proposal 
 
 P12: For difficult-to-let properties: Social landlords   
         should be able to make multiple offers to as many  
         applicants as they think necessary.    
 - Whilst acknowledging the benefits that this proposal can   
   bring to social landlords – there was a cautionary note   
   expressed by members in terms of managing the number  
   of offers made.         
 - There is a need to ensure the property is ‘difficult to let’ and  
   this process is not being used for all properties.    
 - Confirm with the applicant that this is not a ‘reasonable offer’ 

  
 P13: For difficult-to-let properties: Social landlords  
         should be able to use choice-based letting. 
 - Clarification needed on ‘able to use’ or ‘must use’ choice- 
   based letting. 
 - CHF would like sight of the evaluation of choice-based  
   lettings pilot.        Housing Exec 
 - A discussion was held on ‘manager’s discretion’ on choice-  
   based letting and the need to operate under a choice based  
   letting framework. 
 - CHF in general agreement with proposal. 
 
 P14: For difficult-to-let properties: Social landlords   
         should be able to go direct to multiple offers if they  
         have evidence that a property will be difficult to let. 
 - Concerns highlighted on the expectations of applicants.   
   They need informed that it is a multiple offer and reminded  
   the terms that come with it. 
 - CHF in agreement with proposal 
 
 P15: An applicant may receive two reasonable offers of  
         accommodation. 
 - Definition of ‘reasonable offer’ discussed as well as people   
   managing the offer.       
 - Identified as a two-way system, the applicant and Housing   
   Officer working together to get the right offer agreed by both   
   parties.  All of an applicant’s needs should be provided to  
   the Housing Officer to ensure a ‘reasonable offer’ suits.    
 - If first offer is turned down then applicant needs to be   
   reviewed again to best cater their needs.  This also helps  
   the Housing Officer become more familiar with applicant’s  
   requirements.        
 - Provision of advice on offers and reasonable offers from   
   early on should lead to less refusals.  Applicant needs to be  
    aware of everything upfront and not misguided when it  
   comes to decision making. 
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 -CHF in agreement with proposal 
 
 P16: Social landlords may withdraw an offer of  
         accommodation in specified circumstances.   
 - CHF in agreement with proposal if circumstances are  
   clearly defined. 
 
 P17: Social landlords may withhold consent for a policy   
          succession or assignment to a general needs social   
          home in limited circumstances where there is   
          evidence an applicant needs it. 
 & 
 P18: Social landlords may withhold consent for a policy   
          succession or assignment of adapted     
          accommodation or purpose built wheelchair    
          standard accommodation where there is evidence  
          an applicant needs it.      
 - Concerns were highlighted by CHF members about these  
    proposals as they will affect most vulnerable.    
 - Offers/Transfer need to be available to persons in  
   succession of a tenancy that does not suit them.   
 - Provision of information from early in their tenancy    
   (Welcome Pack) that tenants are living in social housing  
   and it may be used according to need.       
 - CHF in agreement with these proposals however flexibility 
    is needed and should be based on need. 
 
 P19: Updating the Selection Scheme to bring it in line   
         with developments in Public Protection  
         Arrangements Northern Ireland. 
 - CHF in broad agreement with this proposal     
 - The panel discussed the multiple agencies the Housing   
   Executive currently deal with on this issue and feel they do  
   it to a good standard. 
 
 P20: Specialised properties should be allocated by a  
          separate process outside the Selection Scheme.  
 - The panel highlighted the importance of partnership working  
   and the protection of people who are in most need.   
 - CHF in agreement with this proposal however they would  
   need an input to this separate system. 
 
2.3 Closing Date for Consultation 

HCN members and Groups were encouraged to make their   
own responses to the consultation document by the closing  
date of: Thursday 21st December 2017.  
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2.4 DfC highlighted the schedule of consultation events taking   
 place over the coming weeks and encouraged as many HCN  
 members to attend.        HCN Members 
 
3.0 MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS 
 
3.1 Due to extent of today’s consultation the minutes of October’s   

CHF meeting will be reviewed at the next meeting.  
 
4.0 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
4.1 Funding Bulletin:  
 A copy was circulated to members with a request that this be   
  shared among HCN colleagues.      Central HF 
 
4.2 Community Conference 

The Community Conference was discussed and feedback will  
be made available for December’s meeting.  The event was  
successful with many attendees finding digital aspects both   
interesting and challenging. 

 
4.3 Special thanks were given to GEMS Graduates:    
 Clare Meehan, Rebecca Miskelly, and Naoimh McArdle-McFall  
 also to Helen Frazer and Annabel Torney for their assistance   
  leading up to and during the Community Conference.  Thanks  
 were also expressed to Supporting Communities staff. 
 
4.4 Following the meeting the panel visited Ulster Supported  
 Employment Ltd (USEL) Cambrai Street, Belfast. 
 
5.0 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 
5.1 The next meeting will be held on Wednesday     
 13th December 2017 at 10.30 am in the Hilton Hotel,  
 Templepatrick. 
 
  


